This new DVR monitor has been designed as a one piece solution with multiple features necessary for the safety and efficiency of your entire fleet.

FEATURES

Monitor
- Durable, easy to use plug & play system with a wide 8" Smart Touch screen
- Camera Versatility - Uses Zone Defense cameras or any other major manufacturer’s cameras
- 4 Camera Capable - Equipped for 4 cameras and an extra bonus input.
- Secure Memory Storage - SD memory cards (4) stored in a lockable compartment

Recording
- Record all channels with D1 video quality - clear and vivid driving images
- Automatic or Manual Event Recording with Variant Event Timing & Triggering
- Memory Storage - Up to 128GB of memory using four 32GB SD cards
- Google Maps - tracking vehicles using GPS and Google Maps

PC Playback
- Easy to use with simple installation
- No Software to buy - Automatically downloads PC player from DVR
- No Reoccurring Charges - Self-contained program, requires no subscription
- See four, three, two, or one image. Selectable views easy as point and click, as well as a video/photo capture button